Tajani to EU Leaders: to manage migration flows we must first stop departures, strengthen external borders, reform Dublin and stabilise Libya

Brussels Press Release 29-06-2018

“...The immediate priority right now is to close the Mediterranean route, strengthen our external borders and reform the European asylum system. In parallel to this we must support the stabilisation of Libya, finance centres for the support of asylum seekers in transit countries and invest in Africa to provide opportunities for young Africans in their own countries” declared President Tajani in a roundup of his address to the European Council on the migration crises. (Read more)

Speech by the President of the European Parliament to the European Council meeting on 28 June 2018

Brussels Speeches 28-06-2018

This European Council meeting will be remembered for a long time, but we cannot yet say whether it will be remembered as a success or a failure. That will depend on us, on the responses we offer to our fellow citizens’ most pressing concerns, in particular those linked to the migration crisis which is putting our cooperation arrangements and our determination to work together to a serious test. (Read more)

High-level conference on cultural heritage in Europe

Brussels Speeches 26-06-2018

I am honoured to open this conference on cultural heritage in Europe, which is being held as part of the European Year of Cultural Heritage, 2018. The European Parliament, and in particular its Committee on Education and Culture, has been a consistent advocate of this initiative. (Read more)
President Tajani to open High level conference on European year of cultural heritage tomorrow

Brussels Press Release  -  25-06-2018

The President of the European Parliament, Antonio Tajani, will open the High-Level Conference on the European Year for Cultural Heritage tomorrow. The event - "Cultural heritage in Europe: linking past and future" - will take place at 14:00 at the European Parliament's hemicycle in Brussels, as part of the initiatives for the European Year dedicated to cultural heritage. (Read more)

Mission of the President of the European Parliament, Antonio Tajani to Niger, 16 to 18 July 2018

Brussels Press Release  -  22-06-2018

From 16 to 18 July 2018, the President of the European Parliament, Antonio Tajani, will visit Niger for an official visit. It will focus on three aspects: security and stability, migration and the need for investments. (Read more)
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